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openVertebrate Thematic Collection Network

18 funded institutions, including 16 museums and 6 imaging centers 

CT-scan >20,000 fluid-preserved vertebrate specimens 
Make both raw and processed data freely available on-line 

~2+ years into project: >8,000 specimens from >42 US institutions 
many specimens have two scans each; ~250 MB – 1 GB

Why now?



oVert-generated media on MorphoSource 
viewed >204,000 times 
downloaded >7,000 times
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Getting info on media files and usage back to collections

MorphoSource RSS Feed 
(via referenceID) 

containing 
1) Audobon Core metadata  

2) usage statistics 

for each collection 
(i.e., UF Herpetology)

add Audobon Core 
 to IPT

UF-Herp-12345

Darwin Core 
structured metadata

referenceID 
 occurrenceID 

locality 
collectionDate 

etc. https://github.com/FLMNH/MorphoSourceRSSDownloader  



Getting info on media files and usage back to collections



New questions have arisen: 

Who owns these data? 

Who should store these data? 

What data should be stored? 

How do we keep track of derivatives (and associated information)? 

Who owns and stores derivative data? 

What should be the life cycle of data for generators and users? 

Why now?



(1) Survey current needs, workflows and trajectories of the community 

(2) Identify common ground among institutions 

(3) Explore potential for unifying approaches 

(4) Assess role of domain-specialized repositories 

(5) Articulate an overarching plan

GOALS



43 respondents from 19 institutions

Participants

All have strong interests in curating, digitizing, and using collections 
for research, education, and outreach



Range of roles and responsibilities related to biodiversity data

Participants



Many collections create and store 2D representational data 
Growing creation and storage of 3D representational data

Representational Data



High demand for photographs and CT scans 
Lower demand for field photographs, sound, and video recordings  

General feeling of insufficient resources for 3D representational data 

Common Problems 
Insufficient staff for curation of and requests for representational data 

Decentralized and unsynchronized data across repositories 
leading to duplication of effort and waste of limited staff time

Representational Data



Representational Data



Many use multiple DAMs, including custom-built 
Most common collection database software among participants: 

Arctos, Emu, and Specify (few using Symbiota)

DAMs and Databases



Needs from collection databases: 
better tools to describe relationships among representational datasets 
APIs and support for IPT manifests

DAMs and Databases



Most institutions have access to a suite of data storage solutions 
preference for networked storage solutions 
many unable to use cloud storage solutions 
only one-third have access to free institutional archival storage 

Data Storage



Divergent opinions on best options for storing representational data 
some prefer third-party solutions 
some prefer institutional solutions 
some prefer an overarching federal solution similar to NCBI

Data Storage



All are interested in recovering and preserving data created  
by third-party contributors 

All want to facilitate 
discovery of representational data 
connections to other related data for collection objects 
reporting on usage of representational data 

Institutions want to determine their own data structure, maintain security, 
and have low costs for storage 

Most institutions lack strong institutional policies about 
representational data, and have flexibility in setting these 

Points of Agreement



Security, back-up, long-term sustainability of repositories 
(and related, potential loss of data when repositories disappear) 

Mapping information between institutional and third-party systems 

Not clear how best to control rights and access to data 
Which representational data are copyrightable? 
Which data are owned by the institution? 
How can access be controlled to limit commercial use? 
How to specify data that should not be made public?

Major Concerns about Repositories



Most highly ranked among participants: 

Integration and collaboration between: 
- institutional repositories, domain specialized repositories,   

collections software, and/or third party repositories 

- IT departments, libraries, and museum collections 
within an institution 

Best practices for formats, data models, and metadata 
associated with representational data 

Sustainable storage solutions for representational data

Issues to Address



Upcoming Meetings

Digital Data in Biodiversity Research Conference 
June 1–3, 2020 
Indiana University 
https://www.idigbio.org/content/digital-data-biodiversity-research-conference 

Biodiversity Summit 2020 
September 20–25, 2020 
Alexandra, Virginia 
https://www.idigbio.org/content/biodiversity-summit-2020  


